
Our hotel Areti is located high above the bay of Souda with a fantastic view of the sea and, on the 

other side, of the Lefka Ori (White Mountains). Find out more about the country and its people, 

celebrate music and dance festivals, visit sights, go for a walk or hike in nature, visit concerts, time 

for individual people Have ventures. Chania and Rethymnon have a lively cultural life with a lot of 

music, dance and other events and the nature in the area is diverse.

Costs (for 12 nights with breakfast, per person)

The price also includes car rental, organization, dance lessons with us, dance lessons with an external 
dance teacher and the registration fee (180 €). Remaining car costs such as Fuel, tolls, etc. are shared 
by the passengers.

If 1 Person in a 1-room apartment € 900
If 2 Persons in a 2-rooms apartment € 840
If 2 Persons in a 1-room apartment € 780

Hotel expenses, travel expenses, etc., payable locally

Programm (Subject to changes)

Dance course: We usually dance in the morning, occasionally in the afternoon approx. 4 hours / 
day, so that there is enough time for all other activities. 

Accommodation in 1- or 2-room appartements
All rooms with kitchen, shower/toilet, air conditioning and balcony with a view of the sea or the Lefka Ori.
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IMPORTANT!!!!!
Travel to Chania Airport or Heraklion Airport on your own. The onward journey with rental 
cars will be organized by me!

The registration deadline is 23th of Mai, 2021. Up to 14 days before the start of the course we charge a 
cancellation fee of € 80. If you cancel later, 80% of the total amount (hotel/car costs and registration fee) 
is due. A replacement person is accepted.

The organizers and course instructors assume no liability for any physical or material damage that may 
occur. We also recommend taking out travel health insurance and travel cancellation insurance.

If resignation

Contact for further information

The registration fee of 180.- € (keyword: Kreta 2021)  - please AFTER 01.01.2021 - transfer to: Leonidas 

Efthymiadis, IBAN: DE42 3105 0000 0004 5944 38  BIC: MGLSDE33XXX

The registration/supervision fee must also be paid by accompanying persons (without a dance course).

We are planning a lot of activities (dance, culture, nature) in Chania, Rethymnon and the surrounding 
area. Rental cars for two, three or four people are essential.

Leonidas Efthymiadis
E-Mail: leon.efthymiadis@gmail.com

Tel.: +49 172 25 44 0 56 (also via WhatsApp)

Nikos Thanos
E-Mail: nikosthanos@t-online.de

Tel:. +49 177 919 13 15 (also via WhatsApp)

Conditions of participation for the dance trip
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